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Making presets

2017-10-26

Next we are going to make some presets.

Some preparations
In just a few seconds we are going to store a preset. But to make sure we save them correctly we need to examine
the "Store options". Press and hold the Store key for approximate 1 second until the Store Options pop-up appears
(on screen 1).
We need the "Preset Options" to look like this:

Preset Store options
Press the buttons until they are correct, then press the Save as Default in the title bar.
Finish by pressing the Esc key twice (we are not storing anything right now).

Creating presets (finally)
All right, give your moving heads different values in the pan and tilt.
When you are happy, make sure you can see the preset pool called "Position". Press Store and then the first
Position preset pool button.
Now instead of values your fixture sheet shows "P2.1". This refers to Preset Pool 2, Pool Button 1. When we name
presets, then the name will appear instead of this number.
Move your lights to different position. Now press: Store Preset 2 . 2 Please . This creates a second position
preset.
The "2 ." is a reference directly to the position presets (you may have noticed the pool window are called "2
Position").
Move your light, make one more position preset and clear your programmer.

Select the first Mac 700 (Fixture 111). Change the color to a blue one using the Special Color Dialog. Now store the
first color preset.
Notice how the position presets have a red "S" at the top of the pool button. This means that the position preset are
locked to the fixtures that specifically had position values when the preset was stored - it is called a "Selective"
preset. So if you add more moving lights later, then they cannot use the position preset already made.
The color preset you just made have an orange "G" in the top. This means that it is a "Global" preset. A global
preset can be used by all the fixtures of the same fixture type. So all our Mac 700s can use the color preset even
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though we just had one fixture selected when we made it. If you later add more Mac 700s then they can also use
the color preset.
There is a third preset option called "Universal". They are used to make presets that applies also to other fixture
types than the ones used during the creation. So if we had made the color preset as a universal preset, then we
could use the color preset on any fixture that have a MixColor system.

Make 2 more color presets and make 3 different gobo presets. When you are done, please clear your programmer.

Press: 1 1 1 Thru 1 3 3 Please Please Please Store Preset 0 . 1 Please .
Now you have made an "All" preset that contains all the default values of the fixtures. The "Please Please Please"
activates all parameters of the selected fixtures. If you have a selection of fixtures and press 'Please' multiple times
then you activate and deactivate all the attributes of the selected fixtures. So the first 'Please' made the selection.
The two following 'Please's activated all possible attributes in the fixtures.

Naming the presets
Did you notice that the Color and Gobo preset automatically named them self. When possible then the grandMA2
tries to add a descriptive name. When it does, then it adds a hashtag after the name.
It cannot guess the position the fixtures have in the Position and All presets. You need to add a name that
makes sense. Press Assign Assign and then the first position preset. Type a name in pop-up.
Do the same for the other Position preset and the All preset.
You should have presets that look something like this:
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Final Presets
There are many details about presets. There is lot of information on a preset pool button and they can be used for
many things - but it is outside the scope of this Quick Start Guide. Use the menu on the left side to read more about
presets - but wait till you are done with this guide :-)

This is the presets we need for making our new second sequence. Go to the next page to do that.
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